
A SINGULAR FUNCTIONAL

ALLAN D. MARTIN1

1. Introduction. This paper is a note to a paper [2] written by the

author with Walter Leighton, in which a quadratic functional with a

singular end point is studied. The results obtained here extend and

amplify those of that paper.

We consider a functional

16 /» b

(1.1) Jiy)    =  I     [ry'2 + 2qyy' + py2]dx       (0 < x < b),
\x        "  X

in which the functions r, p and q are continuous on (0, °o) while r is

positive there. The point x = 0 is singular for the functional in the

sense that the conditions on r, p, and q may not hold for an interval

of the form [O, b]. Finally, all integrals which appear are Lebesgue

integrals. We denote by: F[0, b], the class of all functions y such that

y is absolutely continuous and y'ÇzL2 on every closed subinterval of

(0, b] while yib) =0; F'[0, b], the class of all functions y such that

yGF[0, b] and y is bounded on [O, b]; F0[0, b], the class of all

y£F[0, b] for which the point x = 0 is a limit point of zeros of y;

A [O, b], the class of all y£F[0, b] for which y is continuous on [O, b]

and for which y(0) =0; -4o[0, b), the class of all yÇEA [O, b] for which

the point x = 0 is a limit point of zeros of y. For a function y in any

one of the above classes Jiy) \ \ exists as a Lebesgue integral and is

finite for 0 <x—^b. We extend its definition by the relation

Jiy)
b

= lim inf Jiy)
z=0+

(Hereafter, all limits, limits inferior and limits superior will be under-

stood to be taken at x = 0+ unless otherwise noted.) Clearly the value

of J may be positively or negatively infinite at x = 0.

We consider conditions under which Jiy) | J _: 0 for every y £X [O, b ],

where X[0, b] denotes any one of the classes defined above. We shall

express this verbally by the statement that J has an X-minimum limit

on [0, b].

The notions of conjugate and focal points are defined in the usual

way. Let u and v be nonnull solutions of the Euler equation, iry'+qy)'
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-(qy'+Py) =0, (0 <x£b), such that u(a) =0 and r(a)v'(a)+q(a)v(a)

= 0. Then the conjugate point, x = c(a), of the point x = a is defined

to be the first zero of u lying to the right of x = a. The focal point,

x=/(a), of the line x = a is defined to be the first zero of v which lies

to the right of x = a. If u or v has no such zero then x= oo is taken as

the corresponding point. The functions / and c are defined finite or

infinite for every positive x. Both / and c are continuous while c is

monotonically increasing. Finally we assign values to/ and c at x = 0

by means of the relations c(0) =lim c(x) and/(0) =lim inf fix).

2. The Ao- and the A -minimum limit. By a slight modification of

the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [2] we have the following result.

Theorem 2.1. 7» order that an interval [0,b] afford an Ao-minimum

limit to J it is necessary that c(0) =ô and that

(2.1) 7(y)|o>-co

for every yGP'[0, b].

It is relevant to ask to what extent the conditions of the theorem

are sufficient. As we shall see, the conditions are not sufficient for

an A -minimum limit but do suffice to guarantee the existence of an

.¡4o-minimum limit. In fact we have a stronger result.

Theorem 2.2. 7/c(0) ^b and if (2.1) holds for every yG-4o [0, b] then

Jiy)\l^0 for allyEA0[0,b].

Suppose on the contrary that c(0) = b and that there exists y EA 0 [O,

b ] such that 7(y) | £ < — 1. Let x„ and tn be two sequences whose points

lie on (0, b) such that xB+i<i„<x„, y(x„) =y(xn+i) =0 and such that

J(y)|*n<— 1, (« = 1, 2, • • • )• Now since c(0)^b we have by the defi-

nition of Xn that for all », 7(y)|*n^0 and thus J(y)|f;<-1. Thus

y is not identically zero in [x„+i, x„] and if il7„ = max |y(x)|(x„+1

^x = x„) then il7„>0 for every n and limn=0O Mn = 0. We define a

function zGP'[0, b] as follows:

(0 (xi g x = b),
Z(X)  =   <      _i/j

KMn    y(x) (xn+i g x ^ x„).

Now let Mm(n) be a subsequence such that Mm(n) ̂ Mk for all k<min).

By the definition of Mn such a sequence exists. We assert that

limn»«, /(z)|'= — oo, t = tm{n). We then have

7(z)
m(n)—1

=    E   M^Jiy) + Mm(n)Jiy)
Zk+1

Xm(n)
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Now since e(0) =b and thus J(y)\fk+l^.O, we have

J(z) l<m(n) á Mn(n)Jiy) |<m(„, ̂  - MnW.

Thus lim«.« /(z) | ̂ (n) = — oo, the assertion follows and the theorem

is proved.

The preceding two theorems give the following result.

Theorem 2.3. If an interval [0, e] affords an Ao-minimum limit to

J then any interval [0, b ] for which c(0) = b also affords an Ao-minimum

limit to J.

3. The A -minimum limit. It was remarked in the previous section

that if Theorem 2.2 is stated with A [0, b] replacing -40[0, b], the

result is false. A reason for this is contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If J has an A-minimum limit on an interval [0, e]

then J has an A-minimum limit on any interval [0, b] for which e(0)

2:& if the Euler equation (ry'+qy)' — (qy'+py)=0 has a solution u

such that lim sup | u(x) | >0. If for every solution u of the Euler equa-

tion lim sup |k(x)| =0, then [0, b] affords an A-minimum limit to J

if and only iff(0) ^b.

The first statement of the theorem is contained in the proofs of

Corollary 7.1 and Theorems 7.4-7.5 of [2]. As for the second part, it

follows by Theorem 8.2 of [2] that if/(0) ^b then [0, b] affords an

F-minimum limit to /. This establishes the sufficiency. To verify the

necessary half of the result suppose, on the contrary, that [0, b]

affords an A -minimum limit to J but/(0) <b. By Theorem 2.1, we

may suppose that c(0) =^b. Let m be a nonnull solution of the Euler

equation such that u(c) =0 where/(0) <c<b. Now if z is a function

defined by the conditions that z(x)=0 if c^x^b, z(x)=u(x) if

0<x^c, while z(0)=0, then zG-4 [0, b]. Further, there exists a se-

quence of numbers x„ tending to zero such that J(u)\eXn<0. This

follows from the fact that/(0)<c. Thus lim inf J(u)\cx^0. Now let v

be a nonnull solution such that if 0<xi<c<x2<¿>, v(xi) =w(xi) and

vix2) =0. Since c(0) ^b, the solution v exists and is unique. By Sturm's

theory, J(v) | ^ < J(u) | ex¡. Now if y is a function for which y(x)=0 for

x2^x^b, yix)=vix) for xi^x^x2, y(x)=u(x) for 0<x^xi while

3>(0) = 0, then yG-4 [0, b]. Thus we have the relations

J(y) \l = J(v) \Z + J(u) lo1 < J(u) \CX1 + J(u) lo*1 = J(u) \l = 0.

Thus J(y)b0 < 0 and the proof is complete.

We continue with a sufficiency condition on functionals for which
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the function q vanishes identically. The interest in it lies in the fact

that it consists of two necessary conditions and a third condition

which is contragradient to the crude notion that for a positive func-

tional r should not be too small and p not too negative.

Theorem 3.2. If o = 0, c(0)^&, lim inf f£pit)dt> - °o and if
lim sup rix)pix) < °° then J has an A-minimum limit on [0, b].

By Theorem 7.5 of [2] it is sufficient to show that there exists an

interval [0, 3] which affords an A -minimum limit to J. If « is a non-

null solution of the Euler equation it will vanish at most once on

(0, b) by virtue of the hypothesis c(0)^b. Thus by Theorem 6.2 of

[2] we have

/r       vu)    12 u'(x)
r(t)   y'(t) - -if y(l)   dt - r(x) -f- y2(x)

L u(t)        J u(x)

(0 < x g c)

for every yEA [O, c], if u is not zero on (0, c). Furthermore it is well

known that the function r(x)u'(x)/u(x) is a solution of the Riccati

equation z'+z2/r— p = 0. By formula (3.1) it follows that the theorem

will be proved if we show that lim sup r(x)u'(x)/u(x) < =° for at

least one nonnull solution of the Euler equation. If there exists a solu-

tion of the Riccati equation which is not monotonie near x = 0 then

there exists a sequence x„ tending to 0+ on which r(x)u'(x)/u(x)

attains its limit superior and at each point of which its derivative

vanishes. From the Riccati equation it follows that for x=x„,

(r(x)u'(x)/u(x))2 = r(x)p(x) and the result follows from the hypothesis

on r(x)p(x). In the remaining case every solution of the Riccati equa-

tion is monotonie and the theorem remains unproved only in the

case where every solution of the Riccati equation is monotonically

decreasing near x = 0 and is eventually positive there. If fb0r~l(x)dx

< 00 then since p(x) =r(x)p(x)/r(x) it follows from our hypothesis

that flp(t)dt = 0(l) as x tends to zero and the result follows from

Theorem 9.1 of [2]. Otherwise fór~l(x)dx = °° and if r(x)w'(x)/w(x)

is eventually positive for every solution u of the Euler equation it

follows that lim m(x) exists and is finite for every solution u. Thus

for this case, fo(r(x)u2(x))~1dx= <x> for every non-null solution u

and an interval (0, e] on which u(x) is not zero. But this is im-

possible since by Theorem 5.1 of [2] the Euler equation of a func-

tional for which e(0)>0 always possesses a solution u for which

fo(r(x)u2(x))~1dx< °°. The theorem is proved.

In the above theorem the conditions c(0)^b and lim inf f\pit)dt
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< oo are both necessary conditions. This follows in the latter condi-

tion by taking in Theorem 2.1 a function in F'[0, b] which is iden-

tically equal to the constant one near x = 0. These two conditions

even together are not sufficient for the existence of an A -minimum

limit in a functional for which q = 0 (see [2, Example 9.1]). There-

fore the assumptions comprise a sufficient condition because of the

presence of an assumption which appears to contribute nothing to

the making of a positive functional.

4. The Fo-minimum limit. We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 4.1. 2//(0) =0 then there exists y£F0[0, b] such that Jiy)\l
= — oo.

A proof of this result may obtained by a minor alteration of the

last part of the demonstration of Theorem 7.1 in [2].

Theorem 4.1. The functional J has an Fo-minimum limit on [0, b]

if and only if c(0) ̂  b and /(0) > 0.

The necessity of the conditions is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 2.1 and the above lemma. Conversely let ;y£Fo[0, b] and

let e and d be numbers such that 0<¿<e</(0) and such that if

0 < a < d the focal point of the line x = a lies on (e, oo ). The hypothesis

assures the existence of these numbers. Let x = x0 be a zero of y which

lies in (0, d). Then /(y)|'0^0. Moreover since /(x)>xo when,

0<x<Xo it follows that Jiy)\x°^0 for 0<x<x0. The theorem is

proved.

We recall that the conditions c(0) ^b and /(0) ^b impart to J an

F-minimum limit on [0, b]. (See Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 of [2]). It is

also clear that Theorem 2.2 holds if ^40-minimum limit is replaced by

Fo-minimum limit.
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